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Abstract 

Creative thought relies on the reorganisation of existing knowledge. Sleep is known to be 

important for creative thinking, but there is a debate about which sleep stage is most relevant, 

and why.  We address this issue by proposing that Rapid Eye Movement sleep, or ‘REM’, and 

Non-REM sleep facilitate creativity in different ways.  Memory replay mechanisms in Non-

REM can abstract rules from corpuses of learned information, while replay in REM may 

promote novel associations.  We propose that the iterative interleaving of REM and Non-REM 

across a night boosts the formation of complex knowledge frameworks, and allows these 

frameworks to be restructured – thus facilitating creative thought. We outline a hypothetical 

computational model which will allow explicit testing of these hypotheses. 

 

 

Keywords:  Sleep, memory, creativity, reactivation, replay, consolidation  
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Sleep and creativity 

 

Creative problem-solving is critical for all spheres of innovation and pioneering thought.  As 

such, it forms the foundation of a technology-based economy.  Friedrich Kekulé, who 

discovered the chemical structure of benzene, realised the molecule was circular rather than 

acyclic based on a vision he had in a dream.  Otto Loewi, who won the 1936 Nobel Prize for 

work on Chemical Transmission was also inspired by a dream. Although it is commonly 

accepted that sleep promotes creative problem-solving [1–5], it is unclear how this occurs, and 

there is debate as to which sleep stage, rapid-eye-movement (REM sleep) or Non-REM (see 

Glossary), is most critical.  

 

Creative problem-solving often involves reorganisation of existing knowledge in order to 

identify general rules or structures (Box 1). Work over the last ten years has shown that sleep 

is critical for integrating memories into an ordered framework [6], assimilating new memories 

with older knowledge [7,8], and facilitating the abstraction of general rules [9–11].  Such 

processing can provide mental clarity and facilitate creative problem solving by promoting the 

comprehension of an overall structure or the extraction of hidden regularities or ‘gist’ [4,11,12]. 

Paradoxically, creative problem-solving often also requires the discovery of unexpected 

solutions through seeing beyond such rules and building new associations which lead to novel 

solutions via analogical reasoning.  Such creative leaps can be actively blocked by 

preconceptions or prejudices, which prevent us from seeing otherwise obvious solutions [13]. 

Importantly, these insightful rule-breaking associations are also facilitated by sleep 

[1,2,5,13,14]. 
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How can sleep both promote the construction of general knowledge frameworks and facilitate 

the creative leaps which such knowledge actively suppresses?  We hypothesise that the answer 

lies in the heterogeneity of sleep stages, as REM and Non-REM are iteratively interleaved 

throughout the night in cycles of about 90 min.  These two stages are very different and very 

likely have complementary functions [15,16].    This article describes a conceptual framework 

(Figure 1) which integrates behavioural and physiological data about these two sleep stages to 

explain how they differentially assist in gist based and analogical based problem solving. We 

also outline a potential computational model which could allow explicit examination of the 

complex interaction between these sleep stages and memory consolidation. This proposed 

framework may lend new importance to the study of memory processing in sleep, as it suggests 

that these two very distinct forms of offline processing provide the foundation for two major 

aspects of human thinking: both the formation of complex knowledge networks and the ability 

to flexibly restructure them. 

 

A role for Non-REM in gist abstraction  

It is well established that Non-REM sleep stabilizes memories for individual experiences and 

associations, and this memory enhancement is thought to be achieved through the active neural 

replay of recently learned representations (see [17–19] for reviews, Figure 2, and Box 2). The 

information overlap to abstract (iOtA) framework proposes that memory replay in slow wave 

sleep (SWS) may also lead to the abstraction of gist or overarching rules [6].  Specifically, 

iOtA posits that when overlapping memories are replayed by the neocortex close together in 

time, areas of overlap between memories are strengthened through Hebbian plasticity, leading 

to extraction of the commonalities or gist (see Figure 1A&C).  For instance, if you replay 

memories of many individual birthday parties you may extract out a gist that these normally 
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involve cake, presents, and balloons.  When this strengthening of the overlap is combined with 

memory degradation, the abstracted representation of regularities may remain, even if memory 

for each individual birthday party, or details about that party, is lost via general forgetting, 

synaptic downscaling [20], or targeted depotentiation [21].  This abstraction process can create 

thematic networks of associated information or ‘schemas’ which form the building blocks of 

general knowledge [6].   

 

The basic idea that overlapping memory replay in SWS leads to gist abstraction has been 

strongly supported by work on statistical learning [9,10,22], generalisation of object properties 

[23], and novel grammar learning [24,25] showing that SWS predicts the abstraction of general 

rules or underlying statistics.  Other work shows that infants can better generalise word use 

after sleep [26]. The link between this type of abstraction and creativity or problem solving is 

illustrated by the number reduction task, in which Non-REM related abstraction of a hidden 

rule that was common to many separate experimental trials allowed participants to have a 

creative insight and skip irrelevant steps, thereby solving the task much more quickly [4,12].  

This work has been supported by the observation that explicitly triggering the replay of an 

implicitly learned sequence memory during Non-REM promotes the emergence of explicit 

knowledge of that sequence [27].   

 

Notably, the Dees Roediger McDermott (DRM) paradigm, which tests gist abstraction by 

showing participants a set of thematically linked words (e.g. hospital, bandage, operation) then 

testing for false memory of unlearned ‘gist’ lures (e.g. doctor) which fit semantically into the 

list, has also been used to examine the impact of sleep on gist memory.  Sleep has variously 

been shown to facilitate [28–31], suppress [32] and not cha       nge [33] gist memory in this 
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paradigm. Because the gist memories in the DRM were never learned in the first place it is 

unlikely that this task tests the same mechanism for gist abstraction as the paradigms cited 

above, in which the gist information is seen in almost every trial.  Nevertheless, the DRM 

results are broadly compatible with a role for sleep in gist abstraction, though one study [31] 

does show a negative correlation between SWS and false memory.  One possible explanation 

for this correlation is that SWS may strengthen memory for the context of learned words, thus 

facilitating correct rejection of lures [31].   

 

A role for REM in boosting creativity 

REM sleep has long been linked with problem solving [1], and there are  multiple physiological 

reasons why it may facilitate the formation of novel associations.  Firstly, the hippocampus (a 

fast learning structure that captures episodic memories) and the neocortex (a slow learning 

structure which stores semanticised knowledge of the world) do not show strong sychronization 

in REM [34].  This could relate to the high cortisol levels [35,36] or the low Acetylcholine 

(ACh) [37] which occur in this sleep stage.  As a result of the reduced synchronization with 

hippocampus, in REM sleep the neocortex can only replay memories which have already been 

neocortically coded (and therefore partially semanticised) before the REM episode.  Thus, 

unlike Non-REM memory replay, which involves periods of high hippocampal-cortical 

synchrony and reverberation [33], REM replay has the potential to promote the recombination 

of existing cortically coded knowledge. 

 

REM is also 'noisier' than other states of consciousness.  The apparently random activation 

caused by the massive ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) waves which characterise this stage 

may stimulate concurrent reactivation of randomly chosen cortical schemas.  Furthermore, the 
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unique pharmacology of REM means this sleep stage is ideally suited for plasticity.  Cortical 

acetylcholine (ACh) concentrations can be  much higher in REM than in waking [38] and the 

presence of ACh allows post-synaptic Ca2+ influx, which is critical for both Long Term 

Potentiation (LTP) and depotentiation.  These high ACh levels therefore place the brain in a 

plastic state where new synapses can be formed and/or strengthened and old ones can be 

degraded, as needed [21].  At the cognitive level, REM has been shown to allow semantic 

priming to percolate further through a schema of associated ideas [14,39], suggesting a higher 

degree of connectivity.  Overall, the high excitation, plasticity, and connectivity of REM 

provide an ideal setting for the formation of novel, unexpected, connections within existing 

cortically coded knowledge (see Table 1). 

 

REM is also associated with the expression of immediate early genes such as Zif-268, which 

can trigger neuroplasticity related transcription.  Interestingly, this occurs in waves that initiate 

in the hippocampus during the first episodes of REM, occurring earlier in the night, and 

percolate out to the somatosensory cortices during later REM episodes [40].  As these 

immediate early precursors to neuroplasticity are expressed in an activity-dependent manner 

during REM, but not during Non-REM, one model [41] suggests that replay in SWS may be 

important for pre-transcriptional amplification of learning related synaptic changes, while 

REM is responsible for transcription and de novo plasticity.  

 

In fact, the structure of a night of sleep, in which epochs of REM are interleaved with Non-

REM again and again as the night progresses, may also be critical for creative problem solving.  

The simple fact that the same memory representations are processed separately by the 

decoupled neocortex and hippocampus during this sleep stage means that the two structures 
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will arrive at slightly different end-points in each REM episode.  An analogy would be two 

researchers who initially work on the same problem together, then go away and each think 

about it separately, then come back together to work on it further.  The need to bring these 

disparate perspectives or outputs together during the next Non-REM episode, when 

hippocampus and neocortex work together again, may force a valuable form of restructuring.   

  

Interleaving Epochs of REM and Non-REM Facilitates Creative Problem Solving  

We will now propose a broader form of the iOtA framework (or BiOtA) which includes REM 

sleep and speaks directly to the question of how Non-REM and REM combine to boost creative 

problem solving.   

 

The iOtA model explains how overlapping memory replay in SWS could promote gist 

abstraction and the formation of basic schemas.   We suggest that this works particularly well 

because hippocampal input during SWS biases the neocortex to replay thematically linked 

memories.  This idea is supported by observations that the hippocampus tends to fall into one 

representational state or another (e.g. representing one spatial environment) but does not blend 

such states [42].  Hippocampal input to the neocortex is heightened in Non-REM sleep [34], 

so its bias towards thematically linked replay may explain why this stage is so useful for gist 

extraction within a set of related memories.  As discussed above, activity in the hippocampus 

and neocortex is not so tightly synchronized in REM [34],[42] and this lack of hippocampal 

input to the neocortex combines with random activation via PGO waves and high levels of 

plasticity to set the scene for the formation of novel connections between schemas. 
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Turning specifically to creative problem solving, it is well established that more salient 

memories tend to be replayed more often [43], and we propose that when you are highly 

motivated to solve a difficult problem, schemas relating to that problem will be more likely to 

spontaneously reactivate in REM.  Concurrently, PGO waves will trigger activity in randomly 

selected cortical schemas.  This highly active state of REM sleep, with many different schemas 

reactivating in the same temporal epoch, provides ample opportunity for the formation of 

connections between schemas relating to the problem at hand and other, apparently unrelated 

schemas, especially given that the cortex is also primed for plasticity. Presumably, only 

connections which make some kind of sense (e.g. there is some overlap in structure) will be 

retained, so this could be thought of as an active (though still unconscious) search for existing 

schemas that share structure with the original problem-related schema. 

 

To illustrate the BiOtA framework, we can think of the structure of the atom and the structure 

of the solar system – things that we’ve all had many experience of hearing or learning about, 

but may not have related in terms of their structure.  Awareness of the structure of the solar 

system, in which the comparatively small planets orbit around a larger central sun, helped 

Earnest Rutherford to come up with a model of the atom in which negatively charged particles 

move around a positively charged core.  This was arguably one of the biggest scientific 

discoveries in the 20th century.  Under BiOtA, the structure for each (atom and solar system) 

is separately derived through replay of learning episodes in SWS such that it is represented in 

the neocortex.  However, the fact that these two different types of information also share a 

common structure is most easily abstracted in REM sleep, where the overlap between these 

very separate schemas is detected (Figure 1A).  Thus, for efficiency, Non-REM should come 

first to abstract the information into the cortex, and REM second to detect structural 
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similarities.  Importantly, both forms of abstraction also allow for compression, since storage 

is more compact if similar concepts are coded together rather than separately [44].   

 

We posit that the iterative alternation between generating cortically represented schemas in 

Non-REM, and forming links between these and other cortically represented information in 

REM, is critical to the formation of the rich, highly interconnected representations that 

characterise human thought. The result of this process is a deeply interconnected form of 

semantic knowledge, with multiple very different representations of the same memory co-

existing, all in a highly compressed form that is nevertheless flexible and open to restructuring. 

This idea is perhaps expressed more clearly by the computational model that we propose in the 

next section (see Figure 3).  Note that this idea is also in line with the work on immediate early 

genes [40,41], that we described above.  

 

A computational model of BiOtA 

The iterative alternation between memory replay in REM and Non-REM leads to a complex 

multifaceted pattern of consolidation, and is thus challenging to study.  Building on existing 

ideas [45] we have designed a simple neural network model to formalise our proposed 

framework and facilitate understanding (see Figure 3). In this model, a series of learning 

episodes (let’s think of them as memories built from astronomy classes on the solar system and 

physics and chemistry classes on the atom, as well as specific times we watched TV 

documentaries and read books on both subjects) are coded in the hippocampus, which is 

represented by a set of neural network nodes.  Next, in Non-REM sleep, repeated reactivation 

of individual memories from each of these episodes in the hippocampus is used to train the 

strength of connections to the neocortex, which is represented by a second neural network 
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layer.  This initial cortical layer learns to represent commonalities or overlap between the 

various items replayed by the hippocampus using the mechanism set out in the Rumelhart 

model.  Note that this type of model uses backpropogation of errors across several layers of 

nodes to learn a sensible categorisation of items, automatically grouping those that have more 

similar properties, see [46,47] for details.  Next, in REM sleep, the first level of cortical 

representation replays the information it has learned during the prior Non-REM period, training 

a third network layer, which then provides a still more compressed and thus more abstracted 

cortical representation.  This second step of compression allows identification of 

commonalities between newly trained representations of overlap in the first network layer and 

other information which was already stored in the cortex, for instance older knowledge about 

atoms or sets of concentric circles.  This step can represent complex statistics and could provide 

the basis for complex, highly abstracted schemata.  Given the complexity of the human 

neocortex, it seems reasonable to expect  many such secondary, tertiary, and so forth cortical 

regions to represent more and more abstracted versions of the memory [48]. Thus, the many 

iterations between Non-REM and REM sleep episodes across multiple nights of sleep could 

potentially drive information deeper and deeper into this complex ‘cortical’ network – allowing 

extreme levels of abstraction and compression, and promoting detection of shared structure in 

apparently distinct memories.  

 

As a possible addition to this model, we suggest that the replay of neocortical representations 

during REM sleep could also be used to determine whether these cortical representations are 

accurate representations of the original hippocampally coded episode.  This can be achieved 

through a computational mechanism called an autoencoder.  An autoencoder is a type of 

computational model which first compresses an input and then tests the accuracy of this 
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compressed representation by determining whether it can be used to reproduce a good 

approximation of the original input.  Building on  the suggestion that REM sleep is used to 

check how thoroughly memory representations have been consolidated in Non-REM [49], we 

propose that the cortex could use an autoencoder-like process to determine which hippocampal 

memories have been accurately coded into the cortex, and thus need no further Non-REM 

replay.  An existing computational model even suggests that circuitry between the 

hippocampus and entorhinal cortex is well suited to this function [50]. 

   

Implications of BiOtA for general knowledge, predictive models, and intelligence 

Our general knowledge of the world is comprised of associative networks of information – 

such as our knowledge of birthday parties or solar systems.  Newly learned facts, such as the 

concept of a birthday piñata, which are in keeping with this prior knowledge can be integrated 

easily into such a network, helping us to retain the gist [51,52].  In fact, a growing body of 

work suggests that sleep spindles, and the associated memory replay in Non-REM sleep, may 

help new information to integrate with pre-existing knowledge frameworks [7,8,52].  Such 

associative networks of ideas, often referred to as schemas, form the basis of our conceptual 

knowledge, and thus allow predictions about our environment and the consequences of our 

actions, for instance, we know that it is important to take a present or card to a birthday party, 

New experiences which conflict with our prior knowledge typically stand out as unusual, and 

are thus well remembered [53].  This can lead to an updating of the network, such that future 

predictions will be more accurate – e.g. if we attend birthday parties in Latin America we may 

learn that it is important to do some blind-folded batting practice ahead of time in order to make 

the most of the piñata.   
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Some authors[54] have taken this a step further and argued that, in addition to the associative 

knowledge networks normally proposed as underpinning semantic memory [55,56], the brain 

also creates forward models which draw on existing knowledge to make predictions about 

expected outcomes (measured as sensory feedback) given a particular set of circumstances, 

actions, or inputs.  Such models would provide a high-level representation of our general 

knowledge, and could potentially be thought of as a predictive form of semantic memory.  One 

paper [57] theorised that such predictive models are tested in REM, a time when we are largely 

free of external inputs which might disrupt such testing.  Running through various scenarios in 

REM would allow fine-tuning of these models by running through many combinations of 

parameters and choosing those that most efficiently predict the known outcomes of 

remembered scenarios, and thus presumably achieve good predictions in the simplest way 

possible.   

 

If they exist, the forward models described above should be critical not only for guiding our 

decisions and anticipating upcoming events, but also for framing our perception of reality.  If 

the predictions of such models are consistently wrong, reality would be highly unpredictable.  

One condition in which the perception of reality can break down in this way is schizophrenia, 

where patients may feel quite disconnected from the real world, and thus unable to understand 

or predict it.  Interestingly, there is a tight association between abnormal Non-REM sleep 

spindles and a risk of schizophrenia [58,59], suggesting that this abnormal sleep may underpin 

a deeper problem whereby the brain’s forward models give inaccurate predictions.  In addition 

to the example of mental illness, it seems plausible that the efficacy of our ability to integrate 

new information into existing knowledge, and the accuracy of the forward models that result 

from this may be linked to cognitive performance, including scores on IQ tests.  This idea is in 
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keeping with the frequently observed correlation between sleep spindles and IQ (e.g. [60]), 

since the ability to construct a good forward model of the environment, which can be easily 

updated with incoming information, should be expected to increase performance on these tests.   

 

Implications of BiOtA for creative problem solving   

Turning back to the topic of creativity, while good general knowledge and strong predictive 

models are clearly beneficial in many ways, they do not necessarily enhance creativity.  Instead, 

firmly entrenched beliefs can often get in the way of the creative process.  For instance, if we 

strongly believe that a certain knitted object is used only for keeping our head warm, then this 

belief may reduce the likelihood that, when faced with the problem of how to keep a tiny kitten 

warm or, or how to safely carry a dozen eggs, we will think of other uses for it, e.g. as a mini 

kitten-bed or carry bag.  This inhibitory impact of prior knowledge is known as functional 

fixedness [61], and can be overcome by emphasising the low level properties of an object such 

as its size and shape, rather than one particular function [13].  Learning to think about such 

component properties can help people to see the commonalities between the object in question 

(hat) and other related objects (bag or  kitten-bed), and seeing these analogies can cause a 

change in the way the objects are perceived, which might be construed as a change in the 

schema or forward model. Thus, functional fixedness provides an easy example of a case where 

the way our knowledge is structured can prevent us from thinking creatively – and our 

knowledge therefore needs to be restructured in order to promote that creative thinking.   

 

In BiOtA we propose that REM plays a role in this type of restructuring and thus promotes 

analogical thinking (Figure 1).  Importantly, we propose that replaying memories in REM 
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doesn’t just optimise forward models, it can also drastically change the shape and structure of 

these models as they come to be seen in new ways.  This is due to the discovery of similarities 

or analogies between things which might not otherwise have been thought of as associated (like 

the structure of the hat and kitten-bed, or the solar system and the atom).  Thus REM replay 

promotes analogical problem solving and conceptual change.  Furthermore, because detecting 

overlap in broader structures can lead to the discounting of idiosyncrasies that initially seem 

important (e.g. the fact that hats are for wearing on your head, or that atoms are tiny and the 

solar system is large), we argue that REM replay can also promote removal of unnecessary 

constraints. 

 

Concluding remarks and future perspectives 

In this article we have drawn on knowledge of sleep physiology and the impacts of sleep on 

memory to propose how REM and Non-REM sleep may each separately act to promote the 

restructuring of semantic knowledge. We argue that the synergistic interleaving of these states 

promotes the formation of a more strongly interlinked knowledge base, and demonstrate a 

potential mechanism for this using a hypothetical computational model.  We posit that this 

synergistic system is critical for development of the complex predictive models which underpin 

our ability to understand the world around us and make predictions and decisions.  

Furthermore, we posit that REM sleep is critical for altering or restructuring these models in 

order to see problems from a different angle.   

 

Future work should test the propositions of the BiOtA model at both behavioural and 

computational levels.  At the behavioural level we can examine the impact of replay in REM 

and Non-REM sleep upon gist abstraction and formation of novel connections between very 
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distinct concepts.  At the computational level we can implement the hypothetical model 

outlined above and test whether its outputs fit our expectations.  It may also be interesting to 

implement offline processing stages equivalent to Non-REM and REM sleep in other forms of 

artificial intelligence in the hopes that this will allow them to develop more complex knowledge 

frameworks. 

 

Although the mechanisms behind BiOtA are currently only apparent for the hippocampus and 

neocortex, and we have therefore focussed on episodic and semantic memory systems, we 

would like to finish by proposing that REM may potentially also facilitate integration across 

multiple domains.  Perceptual and procedural memories are characterised by powerful 

schemas, e.g. the perceptual schema for the tonality of Western music, and the procedural 

schema for driving a car, and the flexible combination of information between domains could 

further boost creativity, as it apparently did for Friedrich Kekulé when he discovered the 

chemical structure of benzene.  Future work should investigate this important question in detail. 
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FIGURE 1:  The BiOtA model.  Top (A&B) shows a simpler representation of the process 

also shown in detail on the Bottom (C&D).  A) Consolidation of episodic memories of lessons 

in astronomy from teachers, books, and TV leads to formation of a semantic representation of 

the solar system in the neocortex (green spot on the purple 3D surface representing semantic 

knowledge space).  B) The new representation of the solar system is far away from pre-existing 

representations of the atom and of concentric circles in semantic space.  If these schemas are 

replayed concurrently in REM sleep, the shared structure will be detected and semantic 

knowledge space will be restructured so they can be linked and mapped closer together.  C) 

Provides a more detailed representation of the above, in Non-REM sleep the hippocampus 

controls replay in the neocortex (red arrow) ensuring that only memories relating to a specific 

state are replayed concurrently.  Overlapping replay leads to potentiation of shared aspects of 

these memories, or gist abstraction. Forgetting may result in memory for only this gist, e.g. a 

basic schema.  D) In REM sleep the cortex replays salient schemas and PGO waves trigger 

activity in other randomly chosen schemas.  This spreads across networks easily due to the 

high ACh, allowing coherence and resulting in a search process that allows detection of 

similarities between the target schema and cortical schemas stemming from very different tasks 

or experiences. When such commonalities are detected, novel links are formed between related 

concepts, leading to restructuring of semantic knowledge space. 

 

FIGURE 2:  Memory replay in sleep.  A) A rat traverses a track over about 20 s and encodes 

locations using hippocampal place cells (14 colour coded units are shown). B) The rat sleeps 

after running on the maze and a colour coded Rasta plot shows the same place cells firing again 

in roughly the same order in which they were active during track running.  Interestingly, the 
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entire 20 second experience is replayed in about 200 ms during Non-REM sleep. C) A 

hypnogram showing a typical night of sleep, with sleep stages indicated on the y axis as:  Wake 

(W), REM with 4-9 Hz theta activity in the hippocampus, Stage 2 (N2) with a characteristic 14 

Hz sleep spindle, and Stage 3 (N3) SWS.  Time is on the x axis. Black ovals illustrate the 

morphology of Slow Oscillations, theta activity, and sleep spindles (from L to R).   

 

FIGURE 3:  Hypothetical parallel distributed processing (PDP) model of BiOtA.  External 

stimuli such as knowledge about astronomy stemming from episodic experiences with books, 

teachers, and TV are coded into the hippocampus during wake.  Replay during subsequent 

Non-REM sleep (blue arrow) leads to formation of an abstracted representation of the solar 

system (green circles) in the neocortex. During subsequent REM, this cortical representation 

is replayed concurrently with other (older) cortical representations, e.g. that of concentric 

circles (set of four purple circles).  Commonalities between the solar system and the concentric 

circles will be coded in a still more abstracted form in a deeper layer (light blue circles). Each 

time such a representation is formed there is scope for detection of further overlap with other 

existing memories (e.g. the memory for the atom, set of three purple circles), or with new 

incoming memories.  Thus repeated cycles of Non-REM and REM allow the memory to be 

represented in a more and more abstracted/integrated manner. 
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Table 1: pharmacology and electrophysiology of waking, Non-REM, and REM sleep 
 Waking Non-REM REM Function 

Acetylcholine Medium to 
high levels 

Not present High Plasticity, binding 
representations  

PGO waves Not present Stage 2, in 
singlets 

Bursts Waves of “random” 
excitation in the brain 

Memory 
replay 

Present Present Present Allows stabilization, 
strengthening, 
recombination, or 
restructuring of 
schemas 

Hippocampal-
cortical 
connectivity 

High during 
theta and 
gamma 

Highest 
during sleep 
spindles 

Coherence high 
within structures 
but low between 

Functional 
connectivity allows 
information transfer 

Immediate 
early genes 

Present Not present Present New plasticity 

Protein 
synthesis 
 

Low High Low Translating mRNA to 
proteins stabilizes new 
synapses 
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Box 1:  What is creative problem solving?   

Creative problem solving enables us to overcome obstacles that may initially seem 

insurmountable. Problems requiring creative solutions are not only encountered in the process 

of scientific discovery but also in brain teasers that look trivial at the outset but quickly make 

most people despair (Figure I).  Several aspects of creative problem solving are puzzling. One 

puzzle is why people often need to take a break from working on a problem to go through a 

period of incubation before they can achieve creative breakthroughs [62]. Another puzzle is 

why creative solutions to difficult problems sometimes appear suddenly to solvers after 

conscious and effortful attempts to find a solution have failed, potentially prompting them to 

shout “Eureka” or to say “Aha”. 

 

Several cognitive theories of creative problem solving [63,64] have proposed answers to these 

puzzles. Building on Gestalt Psychology [65] their key assumption is that creative problem 

solving requires a restructuring of faulty problem representations resulting from cases when 

irrelevant prior knowledge is applied to problems that require new solutions, tricking solvers 

into exploring irrelevant solution paths. Restructuring is thought to be driven by unconscious 

processes that can only occur when solvers stop the conscious and effortful search for a solution 

and enter a period of incubation. Restructuring can improve a solver’s representation in 

different ways. They can remove unnecessary constraints on the goal of problem solving (e.g. 

if it is a spatial problem and the participant is thinking of it in only in 2D when it needs to be 

dealt with in 3D).  They can result in revised perceptual interpretations of the problem, for 

example through chunk decomposition, in which elements of the problem which were seen as 

units are broken down into smaller parts (e.g. the pen strokes in a roman numeral). Or they can 
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retrieve new knowledge elements including new concepts that were previously deemed 

irrelevant or solution approaches to analogous problems with a similar underlying structure. 

 

The unconscious search processes postulated in BiOtA provide a basis for explaining how 

restructuring can benefit from incubation periods across sleep. The active search for similarities 

in informational structures that are normally kept separate which is proposed by this model 

could provide a unitary process that is at the core of several different kinds of restructuring in 

creative problem solving, including mapping of analogical problem structures, conceptual 

change, and removal of unnecessary constraints from the problem representation.  

 

 

Figure I:  How can you make four equilateral triangles with six matches? Solution: Build a 

pyramid. Faulty representation is to constrain solutions to 2D, solution can only be found in 

3D. 

  

Box 2. Memory replay in sleep  

The neural activity associated with performing a particular task is often spontaneously 

reinstated during subsequent rest,  including both sleep and wake [66].  Such neural reactivation 

or ‘replay’ is thought to be important for memory consolidation [67], and is frequently studied 

using place cells in the hippocampus.  These cells fire preferentially when an animal is in a 

particular location and therefore fire in a specific, predictable, order as the rat moves through 

space. Such precise ordering based on location means it is possible to detect offline neural 

replay because the same place cells fire in roughly the same order when a rat rests after running 

repeatedly around a predictable maze.  Such reinstatement of learned spatial trajectories occurs 
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tens to hundreds of times across a normal night of sleep, and is more likely to occur for 

information that is salient or recently encoded [43].  While replay is most commonly studied 

in the hippocampus, it has also been detected in other brain areas such as the neocortex [68] 

and ventral tegmental area [69]. 

 

In Non-REM sleep, hippocampal replay is embedded within very high frequency (150-300 Hz) 

oscillations called sharp wave ripples, and often occurs atop the peaks of the high amplitude 

slow waves (around 0.8 Hz) that characterise SWS [70]. If sharp wave ripples are disrupted 

during consolidation of a spatial memory using electrical stimulation, there is a rebound, with 

more such ripples (and presumably replays) occurring after disruption [71], suggesting that this 

is a form of activity important enough to be conserved through homeostatic regulation. 

 

REM replay is much less studied than NREM replay, but its occurrence is supported not only 

by place cell recordings [72] and conditioning work  in rats [73], but also by PET [74] and EEG 

studies in humans [75].  While Non-REM replay occurs in a temporally compressed form, 

around 6-20 times faster than the real experience [76], replay in REM sleep is not compressed 

to this extent, and instead more closely reflects the real time involved in doing the task. Some 

authors even speculate that REM replay may be associated with the vivid dreaming that 

characterises this sleep stage [67,77].   

 

Fascinatingly, recent work has demonstrated that novel (as yet untraveled) trajectories which 

would allow an animal to reach food are sometimes ‘preplayed’ by the hippocampus, 

potentially showing the neural basis of problem solving [78,79]. 
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Glossary  

 

• Autoencoder:  an artificial neural network used for unsupervised learning of efficient 

codings.   The aim of an autoencoder is to learn a representation (encoding) for a set of 

data, typically for the purpose of dimensionality reduction. 

• Forward model: A model which simulates the response of a system in order to predict 

the outcomes of a disturbance.  

• Hebbian plasticity:  A basic mechanism for synaptic plasticity, where an increase 

in synaptic efficacy arises from the presynaptic cell's repeated and persistent stimulation 

of the postsynaptic cell.  Often summarised as ‘neurones that fire together wire together’. 

• Incubation: A process of unconscious recombination of thought elements that were 

stimulated through conscious work at one point in time, resulting in novel ideas at some 

later point in time. 

• Number Reduction Task: a behavioural task used to assess insight.  Participants are 

asked to solve a series of interlinked numerical problems by rote in order to get a final 

answer, however they may eventually discover the hidden rule by which the answer to 

the second problem is always the same as the final answer. 

• Non-REM: This umbrella term includes all sleep stages not defined as REM, including 

stages 1 (a transitional from wake to sleep), stage 2 (light sleep, characterised by spindles 

and K-complexes, making up most of the night), and stage 3 (also known as slow wave 

sleep).  

• Ponto-geniculate-occipital (PGO) waves: Bursts of large electric potentials that are 

characteristic of REM sleep and thought to coincide with dreaming. They originate in the 

pons, traverse through the thalamus, and appear in many cortical areas. They are 

glutamatergic, i.e. excitatory, and can induce LTP in their target structures.  They have 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unconscious_mind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thought
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consciousness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Idea
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been shown to increase by as much as 300% in sleep after a learning session and their 

density is correlated with the gain of new insight across the sleep period[80]. 

• REM: A stage of sleep characterised by PGO waves, rapid eye movements under closed 

lids, paralysis of bodily muscles, high Acetylcholine, and theta frequency (4-9 Hz) 

activity and low Norepinephrine.    

• Rumelhart Model:  A connectionist model of semantic learning which captures the way 

children learn both broad and refined characteristics of semantic categories such as living 

things, trees, birds etc.  This model uses several hidden layers, and learns categorisation 

through interleaved training on a set of items, with each item repeated hundreds of times.  

Learning relies on backpropagation of errors. 

• Schema: An organised set of concepts that form a unit of knowledge that can be invoked 

when experiencing a triggering object or event. Once triggered, the schema will lead to 

a set of expectations about the object/event. A schema can assimilate a new memory that 

largely conforms to its expectations, potentially distorting the details of the memory in 

the process. Alternately, a schema may modify in order to accommodate new memories 

that contradict it. 

• Sleep spindles: localised bursts of high frequency neural activity at 10-16Hz.  Spindles 

tend to occur over areas of the cortex that have been used in a recent learning task, and 

are associated with memory replay and consolidation. The density of their occurrence in 

sleep is correlated with IQ measures and their increase is correlated with learning 

performance gains across sleep. 

• Slow wave sleep (SWS): the stage of sleep from which it is most difficult to arouse 

humans with the fewest and shortest mentation reports, characterized by high amplitude, 

slow EEG oscillations.  Acetylcholine levels are at floor, and Norepinephrine levels are 
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moderate.  Strongly linked to memory consolidation in multiple species, including 

humans. 
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